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UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK
ENHANCING THE STUDENT EXPERIENCE

Students, staff and visitors to the University of Warwick can now enjoy
big screen outdoor entertainment following the installation of an NEC
LED videowall in their central piazza
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THE CHALLENGE

Jonathan Owen, audio visual service owner at the
University of Warwick says: “Following the strategic
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the high quality LED modules will deliver consistent
performance even for heavy-duty applications.

THE SOLUTION

Following a successful pilot programme, the
screen installation was project managed by Visual

The NEC 10mm Nichia LED modules deliver excellent

Technology, NECs contracted Partner for its LED

uniformity of colour and brightness across the entire

displays. The sound system was designed by Fuzion

screen with wide horizontal and vertical viewing

Ltd who also provided technical and rigging support.

THE RESULT
“The ability to view high-quality images of graduation
ceremonies and sporting events has proven to be
very popular and attracted a large student audience
gathering at the piazza,” says Owen. “We’re confident
that in the new academic year, students and visitors
will benefit from this highly visible signage for
information and entertainment. We hope the screen
will be used by the entire campus community and
we are encouraging people to suggest ideas and
events that they would like to see featured, as well as
potentially developing content themselves.”
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70 x NEC 10mm IP65 LED modules
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University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL www2.warwick.ac.uk
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